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ほ┣‶┇╃┾┚ ぬßけ┣┤ がßろ〉
 ぎゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┇ れゑ〈┤ Ä‶┇╃┾ろわ Äろゎ┈ま┣ゑわ┇ üい Äのú╄ぅ

┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ í ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

Ñßは┋ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇ £ろ┻┤ üい
 ┾ゑ┣あ┤ ô ∪┡┈┰╃┾わ┇ ñろい┋ £┙┤

 ┈だ┸í╄┚ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇ ñろいｷ ╋╃┽┇
┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ ぎゎ ┶』

ほわ ┵╄〈┤ ┡┈ぢßú┾óこほ┚╃┾┤ Äóみ┿ ┡┇╃┈┙┣┼┇

ぽ┽┈ゑわ┈┚ へ╄┣〉┇
╃┾の┤ ┈ゎ ╄┧み ┾óけ┣¨┤ が┈〈い ほみ┇╄┣〉┇ れóあけ┤ ñろい 《╄┸┇

üい ┡┈は┈┚ っゎ ぬßけ┣わ┇ ゐわ┈い く〈┣み┇
£わ┈ó┼ ╄あ¨┚ ┾┸┇í へ┇╄┣〉┈┚ ほ┣ろ┸╄ゎ ┽┇ßゎ っóゑ┰ ╋╃┽┇

 ╋╃┾┤ ┢げ┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ っ┚┈┤
╋╃┾わ┇ ぁ┙‒┤ が┈〈い ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

 るí┋ Äóげí╄┣まわô┇ ┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ れ┸
へ┇ß┣¨ゎ っこ╄┤ が┈〈い るí┌┚



ا〉ــــــــ』ـــــــــــ【ـــــــــــ′ــــــــ┬
Äó』┈┼ っゎ Ñßは┋ í Ñßは┋ ぎó┷わ┇ ┡╃┈』 ぽ╄み╀ゎ Ñßは┋

╀のぐゑわ┇Äú╃ßけわ┇ ぽ┾い┈¨ゑろわ

∪ ╀のぐゑわ┇ ßぐ〉
ほげßけろ┤ ┇╄óゎ┈ま┚ ┽ßみ╃┈┙わ┇ ┶¨ゎ┇

╀のぐゑわ┇ ん┇┾┻┣‶┇ Äのú╄ぅ ñろい き╄あ┤í

 ぽ┾ú┈こ ßぐ〉Äó』┈┻わ┈ぢ∪
 ╀のぐゑわ┇ ⊂ ぽ┽┈ゑわ┈┚ ぽ┾い┈¨ゎ ┭┈┣┷┤ ┈ゎ るí┋へ╀のぐó┚.

 ┶┤┈こ ┢ぐみ ┇┿┍ ぞóろい ぁお｠┇ í┋ がßけろ┣わ┇ ┇╄óゎ┈ま┚ ┽ßみ╃┈┙わ┇ ┶¨ゎ┇
┵╄〈わ┇ ßú┾óこ ほわ っろぃú í へ╅┈だ┰ ぎゎ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇.
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UNIT 1 : WE ARE WHAT WE EAT
MODULE 1

Unit 1

Word Meaning Word Meaning

absorb 》┣ゑú arthritis れ』┈けゑわ┇ ┗┈だ┣わ┇

antioxidant
╄だぃゎ- ┽┈‒ゎ

ぽ┾¨み┋ caffeine ぎóóこ┈まわ┇ ぽ┽┈ゎ

calcium んßó¨わ┈み cholesterol るí╄┣¨わßみ
combat  ┗╃┈┷úｷんí┈のú dietician Äú╀お┤ £Ö┈『┼┇

digestive
 ñろい ┾い┈¨ú

ゐ‒だわ┇ fibre き┈óわ┋

iron ┾ú┾┸ metabolize がßぢ┾わ┇ ぬ╄┷ú
neutralize る┽┈あú nutrition Äú╀お┤

probiotic
 ┈ú╄ó┣ま┚ ¢ß┣┷ゎ

Äあこ┈げ protein ぎó┤í╄┚

Saturated fat Äあ┙〈ゎ がßぢ┽ Unsaturated 

fat

 ╄óか がßぢ┽
Äあ┙〈ゎ

stimulant ╆け┷ゎ vitamin ぎóゎ┈┣óこ
grilled ¢ß〈ゎ deficiency 》のげ

organic ¢ß‒い metabolism がßぢ┾わ┇ ぬ╄┸

RDA
 ÄóÖ┇╀おわ┇ Äゑóのわ┇

Äóゎßóわ┇ pomegranate が┈ゎ╃

supplement £Ö┇╀か れゑまゎ Sodium んßú┽ß』
atmospheric Ä┷ú╄ゎ ┆┇ß┰┋ í┿ Appeal to  ┘‶┈ぐúｷゐÖüú

eatery ゐあぃゎ crammed ゐ┸┽╆ゎ

irresponsibly
 ╄óか れま〈┚

るíÇ¨ゎ Fanatic  ┘┷ゎｷっ┯〈ゎ

Salad bar Äぃろ‶ ぎみ╃ Malnutrition Äú╀お┤ ┆ß‶
wholesome れゎ┈ま┣ゎ
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£‶┇╃┾わ┇ ん┈あわ┇ ┇╀だわ Ä┚ßろぃゎ ╄óかí Äóおろゎ るí┾┯わ┇ ┇╀ぢ £こ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇
╄ó┙あ┣わ┇ Ä┚┈┣み £こ ┈だぐゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┈┚ ┘か╄ú ぎゑわ ┈だあ｠í ゐ┤ ぎまわí

Word Meaning Word Meaning

boost  ╅╆あúｷ¢ßのú comprise ぎゎ がßま┣ú
dehydration き┈け┰ fatigue  ┽┈だ┰┇ｷ┘あ┤

obesity Äぐゑ‶

Q If you eat healthy food, your body

Q How to keep a healthy lifestyle:

Q Green tea is rich in _______________ that help in 
_____________________________________________

Q Coffee contains _________ that helps in ____________________ 
_________________________________________________

Q Dark chocolate helps in

Eat healthy food: eat enough protein, carbohydrates, minerals and vitamins 
and avoid fatty food.
Play sports: walking, swimming, jogging ﾂetc.
Get enough sleep: get 6 to 8 hours of sleep every night.

Lowering blood pressure and improves the metabolism of sugar for 
diabetics

becomes healthier, and if you eat unhealthy food, however, your 
body becomes weaker and catches diseases.

antioxidants
removing harmful substances from the body and combat diseases.

caffeine helps in boosting your energy. 
However, you should avoid cream, caramel and sugar when you drink it.

Q The advantages of the vegetarian diet:

Q The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet:

Itｺs good for weight loss, and your body will get so many vitamins.

It lacks the important protein. It doesnｺt have enough iron and calcium.
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Äゃ┸üゎ

 Äろ½‶┋へß┙┣¨わ┇ í £‶┇╃┾わ┇ ん┈あわ┇ ┇╀だわ Ä┚ßろぃゎ ┢¨óわí Äóおろゎ っ┚╄ゑわ┇ ┇╀ぢ £こ
╄ó┙あ┣ろわ ┈だぐゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┇ ぎまゑゎ ぎまわ

Q Water is important because it

Q Drinking 6-8 glasses of water

Water forms 60% of our bodies.

Drinking 6-8 glasses of water everyday prevents dehydration.

Q People like fast food because

▪ Theyｺre cooked faster so you donｺt have to wait
▪ Itｺs cheaper thank properly cooked food
▪ Fast food restaurants are easier to reach as they have drive-thru and 

delivery services

It's never been easier to eat healthily. Some might argue that fast food 

and high-sugar snacks are easier and cheaper than eating healthily. But 

what could be healthier (and tastier!) than home-made meals, full of the 

natural and nutritious ingredients our bodies need? Our skin, muscles, 

bones, brain and heart are all maintained by the good nutrition we eat. 
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Q I called her last night to check on her.

Q I didnｺt call her last night to check on her.

Past Simple & Past Continuous

Q The keywords of the past simple:

Q I found your key 2 days ago. I left it on your desk.

Yesterday, ago , last , in the past

Q I didnｺt find your key 2 days ago. I didnｺt leave it on your desk.

Q I was studying English when you came in.

Q I was cooking diver when the lights went off.

Q The keywords of the past continuous:

When ｷ while - as

Q The lights went off while I was cooking dinner.

Q You came in while I was studying

Q You came in as I was studying.
I was studying English as you came in.

Q You were talking on the phone at 9:00 oｺclock yesterday.
You werenｺt talking on the phone at 9:00 oｺclock yesterday.

Q She was arguing about the test when the teacher gave the results.
She wasnｺt arguing about the test when the teacher gave the results.
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Adjectives Order

Number One ｷ three ｷ a hundred ｷ a dozen ｷ kilogram -
kilometer

Opinion Nice ｷ beautiful ｷ amazing ｷ pretty ｷ strange ｷ
awkward - ugly

Size Big ｷ small ｷ huge ｷ tiny ｷ little ｷ wide - narrow

Age Old ｷ young ｷ new ｷ up-to-date 

Shape Round ｷ triangular ｷ square ｷ thin ｷ fat ｷ tall ｷ
short - long

Color Red ｷ blue ｷ green ｷ yellow ｷ black ｷ white ｷ
transparent 

Origin Kuwaiti ｷ Saudi ｷ American ｷ British ｷ Chinese -
Scottish

Material Wooden ｷ cotton ｷ metal ｷ plastic - silk

Purpose Sleeping ｷ cosmetic ｷ cleaning ｷ recording -
storage

Q I loved your new, red, cotton shirt.
[ red ｷ new ｷ cotton ]

Q Letｺs buy two, beautiful, Chinese tables.
[ two, Chinese, beautiful ]

Smart Quizzes

Q She had a strange, little, recording camera.
[ recording, strange, little ]
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Writing the outline:

Writing

Introduction:

Q Hook:

Q Thesis:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q Body 2:

Äゎ┾のゑわ┇
¡╃┈のわ┇ ┾〈ú ┆£〉 ¢┋ : ╄あ〉 ┢ó┚ ü┧ゎｷ る┈┧ゎ┋ｷ ゐま┸ｷ ねÖ┈の┸ｷ

 Äゎ┈い ┡┈ゎßろあゎｷÄゎ┽┈』 ┡┈ゎßろあゎ

 ⊂る┇Ç¨わ┇ ╋┇╄┚ £ぐゎ Ä┚ßろぃゑわ┇ ╃┈まこà┇ ñろい ¢ß┣┷┤ ぽ┾┸┇í Äろゑ┰
 ぎい ゐろま┣ú ょß｠ßゑわ┇ £わ ぎó┙┤ ┈だこ┾ぢßぐ〉

ぽ╄まけわ┇ñわíà┇

ぽ╄まけわ┇Äóげ┈┧わ┇
╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

Q The Conclusion: Äゑ┤┈┻わ┇
 Ä┷ó『げｷ ¢┋╃ｷ るßろ┸-┡┈┸┇╄┣は┇
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Exposing Ideas

The Expository Essay

SolutionsCauses 
EffectsDisadvantages 

Advantages Reasons

Example 1:

Q Introduction:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest

In Kuwait, hundreds of people die every year because of car accidents
There are many cause of car accidents and the government must solve this
problem.

The causes of car accidents

Q Body 2:

Solutions for the problem of car accidents.

Example 2:

Q Introduction:

Vegetarian diet has proven to be one of the most successful diets for
weight loss
There are many advantages and disadvantages for following the vegetarian
diet
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Vegetarian diet is one of the most controversial diets nowadays. In 
12 sentences write a persuasive essay about the advantages and the 
disadvantages of the vegetarian diet. 

Writing Practice

Q The Conclusion:

All in all, going on a vegetarian diet is very beneficial for the health.

The body:

Q Body 1:

The advantages of the vegetarian diet

Q Body 2:

The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest

Q Introduction:

▪ Vitamins and fibres
▪ Maintaining and losing weight

▪ Imbalanced diet
▪ Causes malnutrition

The body:

Q Body 1:

In this essay, I will write about the advantages and disadvantages of the
vegetarian diet.

Advantages

Q Body 2: Disadvantages
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People nowadays have different opinions about the vegetarian diet. In
this essay, I will write about the advantages and disadvantages of the
vegetarian diet.

There are many advantages of going on a vegetarian diet. The first
advantage is that it has many vitamins and fibres. The fruits and vegetables
that are included in the diet are very rich in vitamins that nourish the body
and skin. The second advantage is that it helps in maintaining and losing
weight. This is because the vegetarian diet is usually low in calories.

There are many disadvantages to going on a vegetarian diet. First of all,
itｺs an imbalanced diet. This means that despite having so many vitamins
and fibres, it still lacks the important proteins and elements. Second of all,
it could cause malnutrition. Some people who went on the vegetarian diet
have reported feeling dizzy and unenergized.

All in all, going on a vegetarian diet is very beneficial for the health.
However, you should first consult your dietician instead of going on it
without any consultation.
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UNIT 2 : RESPECTING CULTURES
MODULE 1

Unit 2

Word Meaning Word Meaning

aspiration ┵ßゑぃわ┇ calligraphy ぁ┻わ┇ ぎこ
creed ぽ┾óのい consistently ╄ゑ┣¨ゎ れま〈┚

delegate ┗í┾ぐゎ diverse くろ┣┻ゎ
diversity ょßぐ┤ inspirational ゐ １だろ ０ゎ
initiative ぽ╃┽┈┙ゎ master ぎの┣ú
interfaith が┈ú┽à┈┚ ねろあ┣ゎ richly く┧まゎ れま〈┚
tolerance ┶ゎ┈¨┤ account ╄ú╄の┤
mentor  ┾〉╄ゎ-┗╃┾ゎ conduct ╀けぐú
seminar ╄ゑ┤Çゎ cover Äこ┈¨ゎ っぃのú

pilgrimage ┮┸ figure Äó『┻〉
relevant ┘‶┈ぐゎ ground- breaking  っÖ┇╃-れぢ╀ゎ

review っ┰┇╄ú high- ranking
 Äげ┈まゎ í┿
Äはßゎ╄ゎ

Q Respect means

Q Islam taught us to

£‶┇╃┾わ┇ ん┈あわ┇ ┇╀だわ Ä┚ßろぃゎ ╄óかí Äóおろゎ るí┾┯わ┇ ┇╀ぢ £こ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇
╄ó┙あ┣わ┇ Ä┚┈┣み £こ ┈だぐゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┈┚ ┘か╄ú ぎゑわ ┈だあ｠í ゐ┤ ぎまわí

Word Meaning Word Meaning

adorn  れゑ┯úｷぎú╆ú embellish  ぎú╆ú-き╄┼╆ú
commemorate ╄み╀┣¨ú paraphrase Äか┈ó』 ┾óあú

cursive き╄┼╆ゎ ぁ┼

To treat people nicely and with appreciation.

Respect each other and treat each other with kindness.
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Q The culture of peace is

Q Kuwaitｺs role to further the culture of peace:

Itｺs respecting everyone of different religions, cultures and races and to
follow the human manners and apply them to all humanity.

▪ Kuwait has organized conferences to promote mutual understanding
and respect.

▪ Kuwait has arranged seminars and programs to raise awareness.
▪ Kuwait has sponsored many conferences about religious tolerance.

With all of these activities, Kuwait is an exemplar of the kind of 

tolerance, dignity and respect that all people should aspire to in the 

hope of making the modern world a better place. As Ban Ki-moon, the 

Secretary-General of the UN has said, "One of the great challenges of 

our time must now surely be to ensure that our rich cultural diversity 

makes us more secure ｸ not less."
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Present Perfect

Q The keywords of the present perfect:

Just ｷ yet ｷ already ｷ never ｷ ever ｷ since - for

Q Has / have + P.P

Q I have just submitted my homework.
I havenｺt submitted my homework yet.

Q She has never slept early.

Q We have already joined the group.
We havenｺt joined the group yet.

Sometimes respect between cultures happens in the smallest forms. In 

2002, the United States Postal Service issued a special stamp to honour

and commemorate Islamic culture. The blue postage stamp was 

adorned with gold Arabic calligraphy, in celebration of both Eid al-Fitr 

and Eid al-Adha. The text reads both 'Eid mubarakｺ in Arabic and 'Eid 

Greetingsｺ in English, providing a simple bridge between languages and 

customs. Eid mubarak translates literally as ｹblessed festival and can be 

paraphrased as, ｹMay your religious holiday be blessed'.
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Q IN:

Q AT:

Q BY:

▪ I was born in November.
▪ She graduated from school in 2015
▪ Put the books in the box.
▪ We study in a nice classroom.

▪ I woke up at midnight.
▪ Letｺs meet up at 2 oｺclock.
▪ Iｺm at the university now.
▪ We will meet at the national park later.

▪ Our students come to school by the school bus.
▪ Travelling by train is fun.
▪ Iｺm standing by the grocery store.
▪ The chair is by the desk

Q Between:

ñぐあゑ┚ِぎó┚ُ┇┿┇が┈み¢┾ぐいぎó½ó〉ぁのこ
The house is between the trees

Q She has waited for that moment since last year.
She hasnｺt waited for that moment since last year.

Preposition 

Q ON:

▪ I was born on the 20th of November 2014.
▪ I will visit my uncle on Sunday.
▪ Put the books on the desk.
▪ I forget my wallet on the train.

Q Among:

ñぐあゑ┚ِぎó┚ُ┇┿┇が┈み¢┾ぐい╄┧み┇ぎゎぎó½ó〉
The house is among the trees
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Writing the outline:

Writing

Introduction:

Q Hook:

Q Thesis:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q Body 2:

Äゎ┾のゑわ┇
¡╃┈のわ┇ ┾〈ú ┆£〉 ¢┋ : ╄あ〉 ┢ó┚ ü┧ゎｷ る┈┧ゎ┋ｷ ゐま┸ｷ ねÖ┈の┸ｷ

 Äゎ┈い ┡┈ゎßろあゎｷÄゎ┽┈』 ┡┈ゎßろあゎ

 ⊂る┇Ç¨わ┇ ╋┇╄┚ £ぐゎ Ä┚ßろぃゑわ┇ ╃┈まこà┇ ñろい ¢ß┣┷┤ ぽ┾┸┇í Äろゑ┰
 ぎい ゐろま┣ú ょß｠ßゑわ┇ £わ ぎó┙┤ ┈だこ┾ぢßぐ〉

ぽ╄まけわ┇ñわíà┇

ぽ╄まけわ┇Äóげ┈┧わ┇
╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

Q The Conclusion: Äゑ┤┈┻わ┇
 Ä┷ó『げｷ ¢┋╃ｷ るßろ┸-┡┈┸┇╄┣は┇

Exposing Ideas

The Expository Essay

SolutionsCauses 
EffectsDisadvantages 

Advantages Reasons

Smart Quizzes
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Example 1:

Q Introduction:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest

In Kuwait, hundreds of people die every year because of car accidents
There are many cause of car accidents and the government must solve this
problem.

The causes of car accidents

Q Body 2:

Solutions for the problem of car accidents.

Example 2:

Q Introduction:

Vegetarian diet has proven to be one of the most successful diets for
weight loss
There are many advantages and disadvantages for following the vegetarian
diet

The body:

Q Body 1:

The advantages of the vegetarian diet

Q Body 2:

The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest
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Respect is a very big concept. In 12 sentences write an expository 
essay discussing the importance of respect to the society and ways of 
showing respect to others.

Writing Practice

Q The Conclusion:

To conclude, respect is earned and not demanded.

Q Introduction:

▪ keeping peace
▪ strengthening the society

▪ Not involve ourselves in private matters
▪ listen well and never interrupt.

The body:

Q Body 1:

In this essay, I will write about the importance of respect to the society and
ways of showing respects to others.

The importance of respect

Q Body 2: Ways of showing respect
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Every person on this earth has the right to be respected. In this essay, I
will write about the importance of respect to the society and ways of
showing respects to others.

Respect is very important to any society. First of all, respect ensures
peace. This means that if citizens were taught to respect each other
regardless of their differences, tolerance amongst them will increase, and
they will be able to live together in harmony. Consequently, hatred and
discrimination crime levels will decrease. In addition, respect will eventually
strengthen the society. All citizens will understand that theyｺre equal and
that they need each other to live in peace.

There are many ways of showing respect to people. First, you can show
respect to others by not involving yourself in their personal matters.
Second, listening well to people and not interrupting them is another way of
showing respect. Showing the person that what they are saying is
important is a great way of showing them that you respect their thoughts
and ideas.

To conclude, respect is earned and not demanded. People should treat
others with respect if they want to be respected in return.
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UNIT 3 : INSPIRING 
ARCHITECTURE

MODULE 1

Unit3

Word Meaning Word Meaning

concrete £げ┈‶╄┼ design ゐóゑ『┤
drill ╄け┷ú Evoke ╄い┈〈ゑわ┇ ╄ó┧ú

Expressionist ╄┙あゎ chic ねóげ┋
forecourt Ä┸┈‶ governmental £ゎßま┸

foundation ┆┈ぐ┙わ┇ ╋┈‶ modernistic ┦ú┾┸
framework ん┈あわ┇ れまóだわ┇ public ん┈い
geometric £‶┾ぐぢ residential £ぐま‶
Renowned ╃ßだ〈ゎ spacious っ‶┇í

slightly
 Äけóけ┼ Ä┰╃┾┚-

üóろは state £ゎßま┸

studio ßú┽ß┣‶ sturdy ┢┚┈┨

venue
┵╄¨ゎ-Äわ┈』-

┘あろゎ substantial ゐだゎ

advocate ゐい┾ú apprehensive ねろは
benefit ┾óけ┣¨ú council ′ろ┯ゎ

detrimental ╄ゎ┾ゎ influx ねこ┾┤

objective き┾ぢ profitable ┶┚╄ゎ
voice ╄┙あú
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Q Inspiring architecture are buildings that

Q The importance of the inspiring architecture:

Q Malls are a destination for people to

Q What makes a mall a destination for shoppers?:

Look very special, different, and breath-taking

▪ They attract tourists
▪ They beautify the country
▪ They create a lovely view
▪ They grab peopleｺs interest and attention

They are a destination for people to gather, shop, eat and have a good time.

▪ Different stores
▪ Different brands
▪ Sales and offers

£‶┇╃┾わ┇ ん┈あわ┇ ┇╀だわ Ä┚ßろぃゎ ╄óかí Äóおろゎ るí┾┯わ┇ ┇╀ぢ £こ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇
╄ó┙あ┣わ┇ Ä┚┈┣み £こ ┈だぐゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┈┚ ┘か╄ú ぎゑわ ┈だあ｠í ゐ┤ ぎまわí

Word Meaning Word Meaning

boutique  ほó┤ß┚ｷ╄óお』 れ┷ゎ gourmand れみéわ ┘┷ゎ
brand Äみ╃┈ゎ mainstream っÖ┈〉

edutainment Äúß┚╄┤ ぞóこ╄┤ れÖ┈‶í State of the art ┦ú┾┸

▪ Unique boutiques
▪ Great atmosphere
▪ Suitable prices

360° Kuwait is a monumental shopping centre being built in the South 

Surra area of Kuwait City. The centre contains copious shops, from large 

department stores selling mainstream brands to smaller boutiques, 

alongside all your favourite sports, music, electronics and games stores.
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Comparatives & Superlatives

The Comparatives:

Q Nicer than Smarter than

Q more amazing than more beautiful than

Q more organized than more special than

Q My office is closer to my house than yours.

Q Your dress is more beautiful than the one I saw yesterday.

The Superlatives:

Q the nicest the smartest

Q the most amazing the most beautiful

Q the most organized the most special

Q My office is the closest among all the other offices.

Q This is most beautiful dress I have ever seen.

Compound Adjectives

Q They live in a building of 3 stories.

Q He won a race of 5 kilometers.

Q We had a meal of 3 dishes.

They live in a 3-story building

He won a 5-kilometer race.

We had a 3-dish meal.

Q I watched a movie of 90 minutes.

I watched a 90-minute movie
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Writing the outline:

Writing

Introduction:

Q Hook:

Q Thesis:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q Body 2:

Äゎ┾のゑわ┇
¡╃┈のわ┇ ┾〈ú ┆£〉 ¢┋ : ╄あ〉 ┢ó┚ ü┧ゎｷ る┈┧ゎ┋ｷ ゐま┸ｷ ねÖ┈の┸ｷ

 Äゎ┈い ┡┈ゎßろあゎｷÄゎ┽┈』 ┡┈ゎßろあゎ

 ⊂る┇Ç¨わ┇ ╋┇╄┚ £ぐゎ Ä┚ßろぃゑわ┇ ╃┈まこà┇ ñろい ¢ß┣┷┤ ぽ┾┸┇í Äろゑ┰
 ぎい ゐろま┣ú ょß｠ßゑわ┇ £わ ぎó┙┤ ┈だこ┾ぢßぐ〉

ぽ╄まけわ┇ñわíà┇

ぽ╄まけわ┇Äóげ┈┧わ┇
╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

Q The Conclusion: Äゑ┤┈┻わ┇
 Ä┷ó『げｷ ¢┋╃ｷ るßろ┸-┡┈┸┇╄┣は┇

Exposing Ideas

The Expository Essay

SolutionsCauses 
EffectsDisadvantages 

Advantages Reasons

Smart Quizzes
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Example 1:

Q Introduction:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest

In Kuwait, hundreds of people die every year because of car accidents
There are many cause of car accidents and the government must solve this
problem.

The causes of car accidents

Q Body 2:

Solutions for the problem of car accidents.

Example 2:

Q Introduction:

Vegetarian diet has proven to be one of the most successful diets for
weight loss
There are many advantages and disadvantages for following the vegetarian
diet

The body:

Q Body 1:

The advantages of the vegetarian diet

Q Body 2:

The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest
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The government is planning to build new modern buildings in Kuwait 
city. In 12 sentences write an expository essay about the importance 
of inspiring architecture in buildings and how you would suggest the 
new buildings should look like.

Writing Practice

Q The Conclusion:

In conclusion, buildings have a great role in the country.

Q Introduction:

▪ They beautify the country
▪ They attract tourists

▪ Should reflect the culture of the country
▪ Long towers to attract the eyes of people

The body:

Q Body 1:

In this essay, I will write about the importance of inspiring architecture in
buildings and how I would suggest the new buildings that the government
will build should look like.

The importance of inspiring architecture

Q Body 2: suggestions for the new buildings
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The government has decided to build new buildings in Kuwait city. In this
essay, I will write about the importance of inspiring architecture in buildings
and how I would suggest the new buildings that the government will build
should look like.

Building buildings with inspiring architecture is very important. First,
inspiring architecture play a part in beautifying the country. The participate
in giving an attractive look to the city. Second, they attract tourists.
Buildings with unique designs usually grab the touristsｺ attention and make
them curious about the idea of the reason behind the design.

If the government is planning on building more unique buildings and
also profit from them, they should make sure that those buildings are
designed in a special way. A first suggestion would be that the new
buildings reflect the culture of the country. They could be built to look like
something that represent our ancestorsｺ history and struggles. For
example, they can build places that look like ships or tents. A second
suggestion would be building long towers instead of short building to
attract the eyes of the people. Longer towers can also serve as a tourist
destination to give the tourists a good view at the city.

In conclusion, buildings have a great role in the country. They could be
the reason for flourishing the economy and attracting the tourists.
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UNIT 4 : COMPUTER GAMES
MODULE 2

Unit 4

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Anti 

reflective
╋┈まあげ┇ ┽┈‒ゎ rival ′こ┈ぐゎ

Artificial 

Intelligence 

(Al)

£い┈ぐぃ』ô┇ ┆┈み╀わ┇ sensor ╃┈あ〈┣‶┇ ╅┈だ┰

compete ′こ┈ぐú simulate っは┇ßわ┇ £み┈┷ú

competitive £¨こ┈ぐ┤ Speech 

recognition

 ねú╄ぅ ぎい ぞ┚ ゐま┷┣ú
┡ß『わ┇

console ┗┈あわ┋ ╅┈だ┰ Visual effects Äú╄『┚ ┡┇╄┨Çゎ
convoluted ┾のあゎ wizard £み┿

discourse ╃┇ß┸ Computer-

friendly

 ñろい れゑあú
╄┤ßó┙ゑまわ┇

employ くゅßú Hold button ┢はÇゎ き┈のú┍ ╃╅
naturalistic Äあó┙ぃろわ れ┨┈ゑゎ wireless £まろ¨わ┇
perception へ┇╃┽┍ Bonus ぽíüい

analogue Äóまó‶üみ Äい┈‶ caller れ『┣ゑわ┇

drive 《┇╄は┋ へ╄┷ゎ helpline ぽ┾い┈¨ゎ ぁ┼

touchscreen ′ゑわ Ä〉┈〉 joystick Ä┙あろわ┈┚ ゐま┷┣わ┇ ╅┈だ┰

arcade Äóまó‶üみ ┗┈あわ┇ mode Äわ┈┸
breathtaking ┗ü┼ exclusive ¢╄『┸

Built in ┮ゎ┾ゎ keypad ┶ó┤┈けゎ Ä┸ßわ
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£‶┇╃┾わ┇ ん┈あわ┇ ┇╀だわ Ä┚ßろぃゎ ╄óかí Äóおろゎ るí┾┯わ┇ ┇╀ぢ £こ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇
╄ó┙あ┣わ┇ Ä┚┈┣み £こ ┈だぐゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┈┚ ┘か╄ú ぎゑわ ┈だあ｠í ゐ┤ ぎまわí

Word Meaning Word Meaning

mundane れゑゎ idle るß¨み
Out of shape ねÖô╄óか┈ó┷』 incredibly ぬ┾『ú る┇ れま〈┚

Q Computer games in the past:

Q Computer games nowadays:

Q Computer games in the future:

Q The advantages of computer games:

Q The disadvantages of computer games:

▪ They were simpler
▪ The graphics were bad
▪ The movement of the characters was limited

▪ They are more convoluted
▪ The graphics have been improved
▪ There is 3D gaming
▪ There is online and multiple player gaming modes
▪ The characters look realistic and have naturalistic movements
▪ There is simulation gaming

▪ Games will be even mor complicated
▪ There will be no consoles or joysticks
▪ The games will be so realistic
▪ More simulation games will be created
▪ There will be 4D games in which you will engage your senses.

▪ Playing video games is fun
▪ It could enhance your imagination
▪ It teaches you to solve problems

▪ They waste our time if they werenｺt useful games.
▪ Spending too much time on video games could make you idle and lazy.
▪ Some video games are addictive and disconnect you from

communicating with others
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Future Simple

Q The keywords of the future simple:

Q will + V(inf.)

Q I will travel to London next month.

Q We will give our presentation later tonight.

Q They will visit us soon.

Q V(be) + going to + V(inf.)

Q I am going to travel to London next month.

Soon - Tomorrow ｷ later ｷ tonight ｷ this evening- next (week, month,
yearﾂ) ｷ The following (week, month, year ..)

Q We are going to give our presentation later tonight.

Q They are going to visit us soon.

Q V(be) + V(ing)

Q I am travelling to London next month.

Q We are giving our presentation later tonight.

Q They are visiting us soon.
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Smart Quizzes

The more ... the more

Q If your food is good, you will have a nice party.

Q If you show a nice smile, your friends will be happy.

Q If you work hard, your achievements will be big.

Q If you study, you will succeed.

Q If you sell products, you will earn money.

Q If you drive more, you will be experienced

The better your food, the nicer the party.

The nicer your smile, the happier your friends.

The harder you work, the bigger your achievements will be.

The more you study, the more you succeed

The more you sell products, the more you will earn money.

The better your experience, the more you will have job opportunities.
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Writing

Writing the outline:

Introduction:

Q Hook:

Q Thesis:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q Body 2:

Äゎ┾のゑわ┇
¡╃┈のわ┇ ┾〈ú ┆£〉 ¢┋ : ╄あ〉 ┢ó┚ ü┧ゎｷ る┈┧ゎ┋ｷ ゐま┸ｷ ねÖ┈の┸ｷ

 Äゎ┈い ┡┈ゎßろあゎｷÄゎ┽┈』 ┡┈ゎßろあゎ

 ⊂る┇Ç¨わ┇ ╋┇╄┚ £ぐゎ Ä┚ßろぃゑわ┇ ╃┈まこà┇ ñろい ¢ß┣┷┤ ぽ┾┸┇í Äろゑ┰
 ぎい ゐろま┣ú ょß｠ßゑわ┇ £わ ぎó┙┤ ┈だこ┾ぢßぐ〉

ぽ╄まけわ┇ñわíà┇

ぽ╄まけわ┇Äóげ┈┧わ┇
╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

Q The Conclusion: Äゑ┤┈┻わ┇
 Ä┷ó『げｷ ¢┋╃ｷ るßろ┸-┡┈┸┇╄┣は┇

Exposing Ideas

The Expository Essay

SolutionsCauses 
EffectsDisadvantages 

Advantages Reasons
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Example 1:

Q Introduction:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest

In Kuwait, hundreds of people die every year because of car accidents
There are many cause of car accidents and the government must solve this
problem.

The causes of car accidents

Q Body 2:

Solutions for the problem of car accidents.

Example 2:

Q Introduction:

Vegetarian diet has proven to be one of the most successful diets for
weight loss
There are many advantages and disadvantages for following the vegetarian
diet

The body:

Q Body 1:

The advantages of the vegetarian diet

Q Body 2:

The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest
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People from all ages nowadays play videogames. In 12 sentences write an 
expository essay about the advantages and disadvantages of playing 
videogames.

Writing Practice

Q The Conclusion:

In conclusion, videogames are double-edged weapons.

Q Introduction:

▪ promotes creativity
▪ improves health

▪ making new friends online
▪ improving communication skills

The body:

Q Body 1:

In this essay, I will write about the benefits of video games and how video
games benefit the playersｺ skills and social life

The benefits of videogames on the skills:

Q Body 2: The benefits of videogames on social life:
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Video games can be harmful, but can also be useful. It depends on the
players themselves. In this essay, I will write about the benefits of video
games and how video games benefit the playersｺ skills and social life.

There are many benefits of videogames on the playersｺ skills. First,
they promote creativity. A lot of videogames nowadays help players to
improve their creative side because they involve simulation. Second,
videogames can improve health. This is mainly because many games
nowadays involve full-body movement instead of just controlling a joy-
stick. This will help players to be more active and probably lose some
weight too.

There are also many benefits of videogames on the playersｺ social life.
First, players can make new friends online. Itｺs easier to make friends
through online videogames because mostly those players share the same
interests. Second, videogames can participate in improving the playersｺ
communication skills. Players nowadays communicate with people from all
over the world through a microphone or texting. They also communicate
using different languages.

In conclusion, videogames are double-edged weapons. The players can
either benefit from them or not depending on the choices they make.
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UNIT 5 : SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
MODULE 2

Unit 5

Word Meaning Word Meaning

adversity ┡┈┚ßあ』 phenomenon ぽ╄ぢ┈ゅ
equestrian £‶í╄こ physiotherapy £あó┙ぅ ┮わ┈い
neurologist ┗┈『い┋ ┘ó┙ぅ rehabilitation れóぢ┌┤ ぽ┽┈い┍

observe ぉ┸üú Self-discipline ′けぐわ┇ ぁ┙｠

Paralympics
 Äó┙ゑわíà┇ ┗┈あわà┇

ぎóは┈あゑろわ virtue Äろó‒こ

aggression が┇í┾い determination  ゐóゑ『┤-ん╆い
extrovert £い┈ゑ┣┰┇ introvert ¢ßぃぐゎ

feedback
 ょ┈┙ぃげ┇- Äú╀お┣わ┇

Äあ┰┇╄わ┇ mentality Äóろのい

motivation ╆óけ┷┤ opponent ゐ『┼
sportsmanship Äó｠┈ú╃ ┵í╃ stimulation ╆óけ┷┤

teammate ねú╄こ £こ ß‒い application ねó┙ぃ┤
badminton Ä〈ú╄わ┇ gymnastics ╅┈┙ゑ┯わ┇

member ß‒い sauna ┈げí┈‶
solarium ぽ╄〈┙わ┇ ╄óゑ¨┤ ╅┈だ┰

£‶┇╃┾わ┇ ん┈あわ┇ ┇╀だわ Ä┚ßろぃゎ ╄óかí Äóおろゎ るí┾┯わ┇ ┇╀ぢ £こ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇
╄ó┙あ┣わ┇ Ä┚┈┣み £こ ┈だぐゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┈┚ ┘か╄ú ぎゑわ ┈だあ｠í ゐ┤ ぎまわí

Word Meaning Word Meaning

interpersonal 《┈┻〉à┇ ぎó┚ navigate  れのぐ┣ú\へ╄┷┣ú
Personal 

trainer
£『┻〉 ┗╃┾ゎ stamina Äóげ┾┚ Äは┈óわ
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Q What is the Paralympics?

Q The importance of the Paralympics:

Q Kuwaitｺs role towards the disabled:

Q How can we help the disabled?

Q The introverted personality:

Q The extroverted personality:

Itｺs a sport competition for the disabled.

▪ It makes the disabled feel as capable as the able-bodied people.
▪ It encourages the disabled and gives them a feeling of accomplishment.
▪ It enables the disabled to be involved in the society.
▪ It enables the disabled to represent their country and win titles for

them.

Kuwait is the first country in the gulf to develop a sport club for the
disabled.

▪ Itｺs our responsibility to encourage them, help them to improve their
talents, involve them more in the society.

▪ We must not use their parking area, help them to cross the street and
carry things for them.

They are shy and isolated. Their aggression is indirect. They play solo and
concentration sports like tennis, golf and chess.

▪ They are outgoing and sociable.
▪ Their aggression is direct.
▪ They play team-sports like football and basketball.
▪ They play aggressive sports like boxing.
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Kuwait was the first country in the Gulf region to develop a sport club 

specifically for the disabled. Established in 1977, the Kuwait Disabled 

Sports Club now has more than 1,500 members. The track and field 

stadium is equipped with a digital screen and a physiotherapy section.

Q The WH-Questions:

▪ What ____________ When ____________

▪ Where ____________ Why ____________

Question Formation

ñ┣ゎ ┆┈ó〉à┇-┥┇┾┸à┇

┇┿┈ゑわぎみ┈ゎà┇

Q The helping verbs:

▪ V(be) ▪ V(have) ▪ Modals

______________ ______________ ______________

______________ ______________ ______________

______________ ______________ ______________

______________ ______________ ______________

Q My teacher will explain the lesson tomorrow on social media to help us.

Is
Am
Are
Was
were

Have
Has
Had

Can - Could
Shall - Should
Will - Would
May ｷ might

must

▪ Why will the teacher explain the lesson on social media tomorrow?

▪ When will my teacher explain the lesson on social media?

▪ What will my teacher explain?

▪ Where will my teacher explain the lesson?
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Q I am doing my homework right now in my room because I have other
things to do later.

Q No helping verbs?

Do Does Did

______________ ______________ ______________

______________ ______________ ______________

______________ ______________ ______________

Q My parents bought a new house near the beach because they want to
enjoy the lovely view.

▪ Why are you doing your homework right now in your room?
▪ Where are you doing your homework right now?

▪ When are you doing your homework?

▪ What are you doing right now?

Plays 
cooks

Play
cook

Played
Cooked
Wrote
went

▪ Why did your parents buy a new house?
▪ Where did your parents buy a new house?

▪ What did your parents buy?

Q My father walks in the neighborhood every morning to lose some weight.

▪ Why does your father walk in the neighbourhood?

▪ Where does your father walk every day?
▪ When does your father walk in the neighbourhood?
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Modals

Q Can

Q Could

Q Should

Q Would

Question Tag:

Is Am Are Was Were
Have Has Had

Q She is a teacher, isnｺt she ?

Q The boys are excited about that trip,  arenｺt they ?

Q My mother hasnｺt arrived, has she ?

▪ I can write my name with my eyes closed.
▪ My father can hold his breath for 2 minutes

▪ I could run faster when I was younger.
▪ She could swim for a whole 30 minutes in the past

▪ You should do your homework since you have time.
▪ You should buy that dress. It looks nice on you.
▪ You should always do your best at anything you do.

▪ I would study if I had time.
▪ If you listened, you would learn.
▪ They would leave if the music stopped.

Q You will submit the homework, wonｺt you ?

Q You wonｺt submit the homework,  will you ?

Q I am not expelled from the institute, am I ?

Q I am expelled from the institute, arenｺt I ?
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Smart Quizzes

Q You played football when you were little, didnｺt you ?

Q You stay up all night,  donｺt you ?

Q She works at a restaurant, doesnｺt she ?

Q Youｺd rather work hard, wouldnｺt you ?

Q Youｺd like to study engineering, wouldnｺt you ?

Q Youｺd better leave, hadnｺt you ?

Q Letｺs go shopping, shall we ?

Q Let us go shopping,will you ?

Q Close the door, will you ?

Q Work harder, will you ?
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Writing

Writing the outline:

Introduction:

Q Hook:

Q Thesis:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q Body 2:

Äゎ┾のゑわ┇
¡╃┈のわ┇ ┾〈ú ┆£〉 ¢┋ : ╄あ〉 ┢ó┚ ü┧ゎｷ る┈┧ゎ┋ｷ ゐま┸ｷ ねÖ┈の┸ｷ

 Äゎ┈い ┡┈ゎßろあゎｷÄゎ┽┈』 ┡┈ゎßろあゎ

 ⊂る┇Ç¨わ┇ ╋┇╄┚ £ぐゎ Ä┚ßろぃゑわ┇ ╃┈まこà┇ ñろい ¢ß┣┷┤ ぽ┾┸┇í Äろゑ┰
 ぎい ゐろま┣ú ょß｠ßゑわ┇ £わ ぎó┙┤ ┈だこ┾ぢßぐ〉

ぽ╄まけわ┇ñわíà┇

ぽ╄まけわ┇Äóげ┈┧わ┇
╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

╃┈まこà┇ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇

Q The Conclusion: Äゑ┤┈┻わ┇
 Ä┷ó『げｷ ¢┋╃ｷ るßろ┸-┡┈┸┇╄┣は┇

Exposing Ideas

The Expository Essay

SolutionsCauses 
EffectsDisadvantages 

Advantages Reasons



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

Example 1:

Q Introduction:

The body:

Q Body 1:

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest

In Kuwait, hundreds of people die every year because of car accidents
There are many cause of car accidents and the government must solve this
problem.

The causes of car accidents

Q Body 2:

Solutions for the problem of car accidents.

Example 2:

Q Introduction:

Vegetarian diet has proven to be one of the most successful diets for
weight loss
There are many advantages and disadvantages for following the vegetarian
diet

The body:

Q Body 1:

The advantages of the vegetarian diet

Q Body 2:

The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet

Q The Conclusion:

In my opinion ﾂ. / I advise you ﾂ. / I suggest



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

The disabled people are facing many difficulties nowadays. In 12 sentences 
write an expository essay about the difficulties they face explaining the 
importance of setting rules to protect the rights of the disabled.

Writing Practice

Q The Conclusion:

All in all, the disabled are citizens who have equal rights in this society.

Q Introduction:

▪ Their parking spots are being used
▪ No disabled entrance and seating in some places

▪ disabled will be treated equally to the able-bodied
▪ disabled will feel they are part of the society

The body:

Q Body 1:

In this essay, I will write about the difficulties the disabled face and the
importance of setting rules to protect their rights.

the difficulties the disabled face

Q Body 2: the importance of setting rules



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

There are many challenges facing the disabled in our country. In this essay,
I will write about the difficulties the disabled face and the importance of
setting rules to protect their rights.

There are many difficulties the disabled face in our country. For
example, their parking spots are being used by the able-bodied everyday.
Unfortunately, the able-bodied use those parking spots because they are
closer to the entrance of the building, but they completely ignored the fact
that there might be disabled people who need those spots more. Another
example is the disabled entrance and seating. Some buildings do not have
special entrance for the disabled which makes it difficult for them to enter
the building. In addition, some places like restaurants and coffeeshops are
not facilitated with disabled seating.

Setting rules to protect the right of the disabled is very important. First,
the disabled will be treated equally to the able-bodied. If their right were
violated, the law will be enforced and their rights will be protected. Second,
setting strong rules that protect the disabled will make them feel they are
part of the society. Therefore, they will work hard to serve this society in
the different fields, such as the Paralympics.

All in all, the disabled are citizens who have equal rights in this society.
Therefore, strict rule should be made to ensure their rights are not violated.



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

がßまú Is / am / are Was / were been

┶┙『ú Become Became Become

┋┾┙ú Begin Began Begun

┗╄‒ú Beat Beat beaten

£ぐ┷ぐú Bend Bent Bent

】あú Bite Bit Bitten

┺けぐú Blow Blew blown

き╆ぐú Bleed Bled bled

╄¨まú Break Broke Broken

╄‒┷ú Bring Brought Brought

っú╀ú Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast

¢╄┣〈ú Buy Bought Bought

£ぐ┙ú Build Built Built

ぬ╄┷ú Burn Burnt Burnt

┽┈ぃ『ú Catch Caught Caught

╃┈┣┻ú Choose Chose Chosen

£┤┌ú Come Came Come

くろまú Cost Cost Cost

っぃのú Cut Cut Cut

れあけú Do Did Done

ほろゑú Have Had Had

ゐ‶╄ú Draw Drew Drawn

ゐろ┷ú Dream Dreamt Dreamt

┗╄〈ú Drink Drank Drunk

┽ßのú Drive Drove Driven

IRREGULAR VERBS  る┈あこà┇ くú╃┈『┤-
IRREGULAR VERBS くú╃┈『┤る┈あこà┇-



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

╄け┷ú Dig Dug dug

┡ßゑú Die Died Died

れみ┌ú Eat Ate Eaten

ぁの¨ú Fall Fell Fallen

╄あ〈ú Feel Felt Felt

┗╄だú Flee Fled fled

ゐあぃú Feed Fed fed

╄け┷ú Dig Dug dug

╄┰┈〈┣ú Fight Fought Fought

┾┯ú Find Found Found

′‶Çú Found Founded Founded

╄óぃú Fly Flew Flown

ñ¨ぐú Forget Forgot Forgotten

ñろい れ『┷ú Get Got Got

┶ゎ┈¨ú Forgive Forgave Forgiven

┾ゑ┯ú Freeze Froze Frozen

┘ぢ╀ú Go Went Gone

£ぃあú Give Gave Given

 ßゑぐú\ょ╃╆ú Grow Grew Grown

ねろあú Hang Hung Hung

っゑ¨ú Hear Heard Heard

¿┙┣┻ú Hide Hid Hidden

┗╄‒ú Hit Hit Hit

ほ¨ゑú Hold Held Held

ゐわÇú Hurt Hurt hurt

£の┙ú Keep Kept Kept

き╄あú Know Knew Known

ゐろあ┣ú Learn Learnt Learnt



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

 れ┸╄ú\へ╄┣ú Leave Left Left

╄óあú Lend Lent lent

┶ゑ¨ú Let Let let

 †┈┙げ┈┰ っ‒ú Lay Laid Laid

£のろ┣¨ú Lie Lay Lain

┗╀まú Lie Lied Lied

┆£‒ú Light Lit lit

っó‒ú Lose Lost Lost

 れあ┯ú\っぐ『ú Make Made Made

£ぐあú Mean Meant Meant

£の┣ろú Meet Met Met

っこ┾ú Pay Paid Paid

っ‒ú Put Put Put

┢┙┧ú Prove Proved Proved/proven

┘┷¨ぐú Quit Quit Quit

┋╄のú Read Read Read

┘み╄ú Ride Rode Ridden

が╄ú Ring Rang Rung

 ┾あ『ú\£の┤╄ú Rise Rose Risen

】み╄ú Run Ran Run

るßのú Say Said Said

Ñ╄ú See Saw Seen

っó┙ú Sell Sold Seen

れ‶╄ú Send Sent Sent

╆だ┯ú Set Set set

ぁó┻ú Sew Sewed Sewn

╆だú Shake Shook Shaken



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

 ぁは┈¨┣úِ í┇ ╄あ〈わ┇
╄┯〈わ┇ ぬ┇╃í┋ُ Shed Shed Shed

っゑろú Shine Shone Shone

╄だゃú Show Showed Shown

ねろおú Shut Shut shut

£ぐおú Sing Sang Sung

ぬ╄おú Sink Sank Sunk

′ろ┯ú Sit Sat Sat

ん┈ぐú Sleep Slept Slept

┥┾┷┣ú Speak Spoke Spoken

£‒のú Spend Spent Spent

 ┌┯だúِ き╄┸ ┋╄のú
き╄┸ُ Spell Spelt Spelt

┘ま¨ú Spill Spilt Spilt

╃í┾ú Spin Spun spun

╄〈┣ぐú Spread Spread spread

くのú Stand Stood Stood

ゐだけú Understand Understood Understood

ぬ╄¨ú Steal Stole Stolen

ね『┣ろú Stick Stuck Stuck

 《╄のú\っ¨ろú Sting Stung Stung

 Ä┷Ö┇╃ ぞぐゎ ┵ßけ┤
Äだú╄み Stink Stank Stunk

ねあ『ú Strike Struck Struck

┶┙¨ú Swim Swam Swum

ん╃ß┣ú Swell Swelled Swollen

┶┰╃┌┣ú Swing Swung swung

ゐ〈ú Smell Smelt/smelled Smelt/smelled

╀┼┌ú Take Took Taken

ゐろあ ０ú Teach Taught Taught



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

╄┙┻ú Tell Told Told

ぬ╆ゑú Tear Tore Torn

╄まけú Think Thought Thought

£ゎ╄ú Throw Threw Thrown

îわ っ‒┻ú Undergo Underwent undergone

ぉのó┣¨ú Wake up Woke up Woken up

¢┾┤╄ú Wear Wore Worn

┘┣まú Write Wrote Written

╅ßけú Win Won Won


